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Lawrie Quigley began with a
fascinating trek through his history
of Still life in Art:

Dutch painters and their use of
the Triangular Format, where,
symmetrically, a tall object forms
the peak and, often, the front table
edge the base.

Spanish Asymmetry, where
grids of nine equal squares were
superimposed to avoid symmetry;
crossing areas of these lines were
Golden Areas for placement.
Vacant areas in the work create
focus on objects in others.

French diagonals to draw our
eye across the work and using
curves and unconventional table
edges. As well as the beginnings
of  a very different style;  .
Impressionistic Structural
Compositions followed, where
photographic form is less
important than shapes, colours
and the shadows between them.

Then Cubism and lighter vs
brighter celebrations of colour,
including Picasso’s balance of
lines where there were no normal
shapes.

English Artist Patrick Heron was
next, contrasting bright shapes
of colour to lines in front of a very
dark coloured panel behind.

American, Jackson Pollock,
moved us away from centrist
ideas to paintings that drew the
eye everywhere with his
synthetic structured
compositions.

May online
Demonstration Report

Cont over

Dates for your diary :

3rd June - first market day stall

7th June 2021     7:30pm -

Online ZOOM demonstration -
Pen and wash by Jonathan
Newey

24-27 Nov Annual Exhibition in
the Town Hall

Ivor Hitchins and Henri
Matisse’s work took us back to
the circular v straight lines of
before, with the added sense of
the colour of the shapes as
central.

America’s Artists followed with
their complementary colours
that balanced and using
opposites that balance with
forms and shadows.

Penultimately, David
Hockney’s  rectanglular work
and simplistic  forms.

To cue in his own painting for
the night, Lawrie showed one of
Monet’s semi-abstract/
impressionist work, a red pot
with flowers, on a turquoise
cloth, a dark backdrop, and a
return to a nine squared grid,
with ‘Golden’ intersecting line
points.

Lawrie’s own composition
was similar; background split
two thirds dark( black with blue
mixed in) and bottom thirds light
orange-red cloth, with a light
source on the left. Centrally,
was a small curved, white and
patterned ceramic vase, in it a
small white and a yellow rose;
next to it, red wine in a slim,
straight-fluted glass on one side
and a pear on the other; in front
of the wine glass a yellow apple.

During painting, Lawrie
stressed the importance of:
using simple lines with the edge
of the brush. ‘the freshness of
a single mark’  and began with
single splodges of white and
yellow for the roses.
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Publicity starts ahead of
Town Hall opening
Now we have the confidence to
return to public meeting in the Town
Hall, there is a real need to make
people in Devizes and surrounding
districts aware that:
WE ARE ALIVE, WELL AND
GOING AHEAD WITH THE
ORIGINAL FORMAT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
EXHIBITIONS AND NEW AREAS
OF ART IN OUR
DEMONSTRATIONS.
As such, we need members to let
family, friends and neighbours know
this by word of mouth, leaflets and
posters.
PLEASE CONTACT Nick on:
Lsa.devizes@gmail.com to send
you copies to print.

A series of new art classes, led
by Bernard Willington at the
Conservative Club, Devizes,
during a week day, once we can
meet.

Looking at a range of art areas
from teaching painting styles,
colour use, discussions art
movements, groups, history and
websites to visit.

New Art Classes

Cont over

Dates for your diary :

3rd June - first market day stall

7th June 2021     7:30pm -

Online ZOOM demonstration -
Pen and wash by Jonathan
Newey

24-27 Nov Annual Exhibition in
the Town Hall

May demo (continued).....

Through the rest of the hour he
brought our attention to the use
of: The light source and the
effect of shadows, as well as
reflections from the lighter red
onto each piece; Blue for the
shadow on the white vase; light
on petals making edges white;
not blending marks in the acrylic
but finding another mark to
replace this; take time to
compose the structure and,
finally, check how the thirds

Our thanks to Evelyn for
engaging Lawrie for this unique
session containing such
amazingly fine detail and history
to understand and apply in our
own work.

See the result below and also
have a look on our website :
www.lawrenceartsociety.co.uk/past-
demonstrations/

Website update
737 people visited our website
homepage in the last month, 35
went to ‘Past Demonstrations’,
and the online Shop had 39 visits
during the same period.

Put any of your paintings onto it
for free, and remember to alter
your selection after a few months.
Contact Nick on our e-mail
address.

Invite others to view these too.

www.lawrenceartsociety.co.uk/past-demonstrations/
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Note these dates in your diary !

November 24th to 27th

We will be back in the Town Hall
as we were for our very
successful exhibition in 2019.

Details will be sent out to all
members next month.

It’s important to show Devizes
what we’re about so please
support your Society.

Following the exhibition, entrants
paintings will continue to be
shown on the Scoiety website,
giving you additional opportunity
to sell your paintings !

Dates for your diary :

3rd June - first market day stall

7th June 2021     7:30pm -

Online ZOOM demonstration -
Pen and wash by Jonathan
Newey

24-27 Nov Annual Exhibition in
the Town Hall

2022 Society Calendar

This will be available from
August and on September 6th at
our first ‘get together’ public
meeting this year, at The
Conservative Club.

Hillworth Park cafe

Hillworth Park cafe is set to re-
open on May 17th. With its opening
will come our return to exhibitions
from members.

Our thanks to Jill Goatman’s
continued work there and Jean
Perrett for joining her in this
enterprise on our behalf.  Ring
Jill or Jean to have your work
included in  this May’s or July’s
shows.

’

Thursday Market Live Art
Demonstrations

We plan to make our presence
known to Devizes on market days
in the Market Place.

Each session will be from 9am to
12.30pm initially led by your
Committee members on the
following two dates :
 3rd June – Bernard Willington
painting, Kim/Margaret helpers.
17th June – Nick Hunt Painting,
Jill and Geoff helpers.

Please come and say hello, and if
you can spare the time to help
explain to potential members who
we are, then so much the better !

Annual Exhibition 2021

Cont over

Arts Society, Devizes -
Invitation for May 19th

Carmen in Seville, by Simon
Rees BA.
Simon has taught in Italy and
Japan.
Was Dramaturg at The Welsh
National Opera 1989 to 2012.
Publisher of opera librettos,
poems and several novels,
 including the award-winning, ‘The
Devil’s looking Glass.’

Join at 10.50am that day with the
link Nick will send out beforehand.
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June 7th Zoom
Art Demonstration

Wether the weather is hot.
Wether the weather is not.

We’ll gather together,
Whatever the weather
Caring not even a jot!

( ..well, maybe a little ).

Your Committee

June 7th is our next
demonstration by Jonathan
Newey who will be demonstrating
how to paint using pen and wash.

Born and based in Reading,
Berkshire, Jonathan is an award
winning artist of over 25 years
experience. From a long line of
artists, he has used a wide range
of mediums but his main ones
today are acrylic, watercolour,
coloured and graphite pencils. His
favourite areas to craft with
these are wild animals and old
buildings.

As such, he has written three
books:

How To Draw Wild Animals;
Drawing and Painting Buildings
and Drawing With Coloured
Pencils.

Jonathan has taught art for the
last 20 years, both here in the UK
and abroad in Greece, Cyprus,
Spain, Italy and France; exhibiting
in England and internationally.

Dates for your diary :

3rd June - first market day stall

7th June 2021     7:30pm -

Online ZOOM demonstration -
Pen and wash by Jonathan
Newey

24-27 Nov Annual Exhibition in
the Town Hall

See the following page for
ZOOM instructions



ZOOM Instructions for Participants

To join a ZOOM demonstration :

1. You will need a computer, tablet, or smartphone with speaker or head-
phones.

2. You will receive notice for a Zoom demonstration by e-mail. It will include a
link to “Join via computer” It will also include the multi-digit (usually) Meeting
ID and password.

To join the Zoom demonstration:

Smartphones – you need to download the app.  Sometimes when the  app is
downloaded, you will need to click on the link again to navigate into the meet-
ing again.

Tablets – this will be the same as smartphones.

Desktops – on the computer, as a participant you just need to click on the link
in the e-mail.  Of course, you can go to www.zoom.us and enter the Meeting
ID, but, really the easiest way is to click on the link.  It will prompt you to down-
load the program and then get you into the meeting, but on computers, you
also have the simple option of joining through a browser (see below).

Laptops – this will be the same as desktops.

The app – as mentioned above, both computers and smartphones have an
app available to download,  however, on computers, the app is optional if you
join by browser alone.

Joining through a browser on a computer (not smartphone) – the screen that
prompts you to download the software will also present an option to view on a
browser without installing anything on the computer.

Once online to the meeting, the participant controls are presented as ‘icons’
on the Zoom screen , and you can :

• Mute/Unmute your microphone (we suggest you leave it in mute)
• Turn on/off camera (“Start/Stop Video”) - your choice (if you want to be seen
or not !)
• View Participant list
• Activate a “Raise Hand” icon that you may use to ask a question (remember
to un-mute your microphone first)

Somewhere on your Zoom screen you will also see a choice to toggle be-
tween “speaker” and “gallery” view - “Speaker view” shows the active speaker.
“Gallery view” shows all of the meeting participants.  You might want to click
on just the ‘Speaker’ (demonstrator) so that you can better see the demonstra-
tion.
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Dates for your diary :

3rd June - first market day stall

7th June 2021     7:30pm -

Online ZOOM demonstration -
Pen and wash by Jonathan
Newey

24-27 Nov Annual Exhibition in
the Town Hall


